This seminar, attended by experts and officials from 18 of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development's (OECD's) 24 member countries, focused on the pedagogical implications of the use of microcomputers for subject teaching in secondary schools. Although the main objective was to examine the teacher education implications of microcomputer use, it was necessary to put this in context, and a survey of patterns of microcomputer use in OECD member countries was conducted in preparation for the seminar. The results of this survey are discussed in the first of three major sections of the report and lectures, video presentations, and software displays were used during the first 2 days of the meeting to show how microcomputer applications are being used in classroom settings. The second section provides an overview of group discussions on the changes in curriculum, learning processes, and classroom management associated with microcomputer use in the various member countries. The final section considers the areas of agreement that emerged concerning the teacher education implications of microcomputer use. The report also includes lists of papers and materials distributed or demonstrated during the seminar and a directory of seminar participants. (28 references) (GL)
IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

Report on an International Seminar arranged by the Scottish Education Department in cooperation with the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development

Glasgow, Scotland 12-15 October 1987
In October 1987, experts and officials from 18 of the OECD's 24 Member countries gathered in Glasgow for a 4-day International Seminar on "Microcomputers and Secondary Teaching - Implications for Teacher Education". The Seminar, which was officially opened by Mr Michael Forsyth, MP, Minister for Education at the Scottish Office, was organised by the Scottish Education Department in cooperation with the Centre for Educational Research and Innovation of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD/CERI).

The Seminar focused on the pedagogical implications of the use of microcomputers for subject teaching in secondary schools. Whilst computer awareness courses may be important at the introductory stage, the educational benefits of using microcomputers will only become evident through the identification of practices which demonstrate how they can help schools to achieve their central curriculum objectives. In addition it is essential to examine the extent to which these technologies lead to new ways of knowing, and to incorporate this understanding into the curriculum.

The major formal contributions to the Seminar included the OECD Secretariat overview paper, a commissioned report from the Netherlands, and the Scottish Inspectorate report, which was presented during the Ministerial opening.

It was appropriate that the venue for the Seminar was the premises of the Scottish Council for Educational Technology (SCET), since the Council is at the forefront of the work in microelectronics in Scottish education and in the practical application of new technologies to learning and teaching in schools and colleges.

Owing to the exceptional facilities of SCET it was possible to make use of a wide range of sample software and to present videotaped examples of actual classroom implementation, provided by several Member countries. The report presented here reflects the rich background of information made available through conference discussion, commissioned papers and national reports supplied by Member countries.

It was particularly gratifying that so many delegates were able to attend, and benefit from the exchange of ideas that occurred.

The work of those who were involved in arranging the Seminar is gratefully acknowledged; thanks are also due to SCET for providing the facilities, and to OECD/CERI, for its professional and organisation input.

Scottish Education Department
June 1988
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INTRODUCTION

1. When microcomputers were first introduced into secondary schools in the early 1980's, little had been done to develop software or teaching strategies to support their use in most subject areas. Applications in areas such as mathematics and business studies were obvious, but at the secondary level the development of computer awareness courses was the most conspicuous feature of this period.

2. By the late 1980's the situation had changed significantly. A wide range of subject specific software is now available for language teaching, social sciences, the humanities, music and graphic arts. Curriculum materials and methods for using tool packages, such as word processors and databases, have also been developed. The value of these applications for the teaching of basic skills and concepts was discussed at an OECD International Seminar in Paris in October 1986. During 1986 and 1987 HM Inspectors of Schools in Scotland surveyed computer applications in Scottish secondary schools, with the objective of identifying examples of good practice that should be disseminated on a national basis through teacher development programmes (SED, 1987).

3. With the publication of the Scottish Education Department report (which was launched at the Seminar), and the OECD report on Information Technologies and Basic Learning (OECD-CERI, 1987) both Organisations were convinced of the need for an international seminar which would go beyond the identification of effective subject applications, and would focus on desirable changes in the skills, work roles and classroom organisation that teachers should be encouraged to adopt as they begin to use microcomputers in their classrooms.

4. The Seminar very clearly emphasised the idea that microcomputers could act as a catalyst to educational reform. Educational leaders in Scotland, and in several other Member countries, are using the unsettlement associated with this innovation to ask teachers to once more pursue sound practices which have long been valued but have so often proved elusive. Evidence is emerging which suggests that microcomputers can make exploratory learning more feasible, they can be used to structure group work, and in addition, new forms of teaching and learning are becoming possible.

5. Although the main objective of the Seminar was to examine the teacher education implications of microcomputer use, it was necessary to put this in context. A survey of patterns of microcomputer use in OECD Member countries was conducted in preparation for the Seminar; the results of this survey are discussed in the first section of the report. During the first two days of the Seminar, lectures, video presentations and software displays were used to show how microcomputer applications are being used in classroom settings. Group discussions examined the changes in curriculum, learning processes and classroom management associated with microcomputer use in the various Member countries. The second section of the report provides an overview of these. The final part deals with those areas of agreement that emerged concerning the teacher education implications of microcomputer use.
SECTION I

PATTERNS OF MICROCOMPUTER USE IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES

6. Data on computer applications in OECD Member countries collected in preparation for this Seminar give some indication of the scale of the enterprise (see summary in Table 1). Seven Member countries now claim that between 98 and 100 per cent of their secondary schools are "equipped", even if supply varies significantly both within and between these countries. Scottish secondary schools have 20 microcomputers on average, and the averages for Australia, Denmark, France, England and Wales, Iceland and the United States, lie between 9 and 18 per school. In addition to these seven countries, the Netherlands reported in 1987 that 90 per cent of secondary schools had between 8 and 10 computers depending on the type of school and that under the MWO programme each school will receive 11 more microcomputers (Nagtegaal and Scholtes 1987). In Austria it is reported that all upper secondary schools have at least 10 microcomputers. It is likely that the supply of equipment in most Member countries will continue to increase, especially in those countries where current stocks are relatively small. Portugal, Spain and Japan have announced programmes that will significantly increase their computer education activities before the end of this decade.

7. Before outlining patterns of microcomputer use in Member countries, some necessarily arbitrary decisions about terminology will be imposed. The term "computer awareness" will be used to refer to those courses of study mostly presented at lower secondary level, variously called informatics, computer literacy, computer-studies, information science and so on, which deal with advanced technologies and their role in modern society, and which emphasise computers as a new component of our culture. These are distinguished from subjects which are primarily concerned with teaching programming and computer applications, which will be called "computer science".

8. In those Member countries where there are significant quantities of hardware in place, two trends emerge. There are more microcomputers in secondary schools than in primary schools, and the patterns of use at the two levels are markedly different. In those countries for which we have data, it appears that microcomputers are mostly used at the primary level for teaching traditional subjects and basic skills. But in the secondary schools, in the majority of Member countries, the most conspicuous change brought about by the microcomputers was the creation of new subjects such as computer awareness at junior levels, and computer science at senior secondary levels and in the vocational schools.
### Table 1

**AVAILABILITY OF MICROCOMPUTERS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN SELECTED OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country and School Type</th>
<th>% of Schools with Microcomputers</th>
<th>Average no. of micros. in schools that are equipped</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUSTRIA (Upper Secondary)</strong></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUSTRALIA</strong></td>
<td>98-100</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DENMARK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary, public</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower secondary, private</td>
<td>64</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FRANCE</strong> (College)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lycée)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>F&amp;G</strong></td>
<td>Hauptschulen</td>
<td>45-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Realschulen</td>
<td>75-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gymnasien</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vocational schools</td>
<td>75-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ICELAND (Upper Secondary)</strong></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IRELAND</strong></td>
<td>90-95</td>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPAN - 15% of lower secondary and 83% of upper secondary &quot;preparing to use&quot; microcomputers. About 1.5% of upper secondary have more than 20. In 1983 upper secondary schools with computers averaged 4.2 computers per school.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NETHERLANDS</strong></td>
<td>(Lower vocational school)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(General secondary school)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lower vocational school)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7 (+11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(General secondary school)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9 (+11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORWAY (Upper secondary)</strong></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>8-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PORTUGAL</strong></td>
<td>23</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SWEDEN</strong> (Lower secondary)</td>
<td>Most schools had at least 1 computer</td>
<td>50% average more than 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.K.</strong> (England &amp; Wales)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Scotland)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>U.S.A.</strong> (Small School)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Medium School)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Large School)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. This pattern does not apply in all cases. In some countries, integrated use across the curriculum is declared as policy, and computer awareness is not taught as a separate subject; in others computer awareness is compulsory; and in the third and largest group, computer awareness may be commonly taught, but towards the integrated use of microcomputers in all subject areas. This may ultimately remove the need for computer awareness courses.

Source: OECD Questionnaire, 1987

Policies Supporting Integration

10. France, Norway and Portugal fall into the first category. Computer use is specifically integrated into the curriculum at the lower secondary level. In France, various forms of computer science are also available as optional studies for senior students.

11. Given both the scale of the operation, and the clarity of its policies, France represents a special case. Under the plan "Informatique pour Tous" each College (lower secondary school) was provided with at least one professional and six domestic-type microcomputers. Each Lycée (upper secondary school) has a network of one professional and eight domestic-type microcomputers, plus three independent professional computers. In 1985 and 1986, schools were granted a quantity of software certified by the Ministry of Education and available through a nationally distributed catalogue. Under the National Plan, over 157,000 teachers had received a 50-hour initiation course in computing by the end of 1985.

12. However, a report of l'Inspection Générale, Ministère de l'Education Nationale (France, June 1985) found that despite increases in equipment provision, actual microcomputer use in classrooms remained steady or even declined; equipment was under-used and teachers were disaffected. Although lack of quality software was cited as a partial cause, the main reasons given for teachers not using the microcomputers related to pedagogical organisation and teacher training. One quarter of the teaching force had been trained on how to use the machines themselves, but it is now believed that these courses lacked an adequate pedagogical base, and did not provide the necessary experience in actually applying computers in classroom settings.

13. The French Inspectorate report also found that teachers were reluctant to use the equipment because the number of workstations was inadequate for whole class teaching, leading to problems of organisation. Training in pedagogical techniques which involve allowing different groups of students to engage in different activities, and an acceptance of some degree of individualisation of learning, seem to be necessary components of the assimilation of microcomputers into the classroom. It is clear that in countries with a pedagogical tradition based on whole class teaching for an examination oriented syllabus, the introduction of microcomputers will pose particular challenges.

Computer Awareness for All

14. A second grouping of school systems appears to have taken an equally decisive stand in the opposite direction; that computer awareness will be compulsory for all students at the junior secondary level, and that computer laboratories will be equipped and teachers trained to this end. This approach seems to have been widely adopted in Austria and the
Federal Republic of Germany, but the Canton of Genève provides by far the clearest available example of this policy.

15. The Geneva case illustrates clearly both the rationale and the consequences of assigning separate subject status to school computers. A recent study, Scolarisation de l'informatique à Genève (Felder, 1987) illustrates how, when microcomputers first came on to the market, certain enthusiasts who perceived opportunities for improving the teaching of their subjects started experiments in their own classrooms. It was however, believed that if these enthusiasts had their way, computers would become the property of those particular departments, usually mathematics and science departments. Against this, it was argued that computer awareness is a new form of literacy; that it is essential to the new culture of the modern human being. In the interests of equity, the new information and processing machines should not be taken over by the élite and "masculine" disciplines of mathematics and science.

16. In academic circles at this time a new body of specialists - the information scientists - were establishing their legitimacy. Their tools and techniques were applicable to a wide range of disciplines. In the course of creating their own power base, they supported moves in the secondary education sector which led to the emergence of a new cadre of teachers whose professional credentials are defined in terms of this new discipline.

17. Thus, informatics became a compulsory subject in Geneva. Rigorous training was instituted as a prerequisite for the teaching of computer awareness; a well-defined three year syllabus for the "Cycle d'Orientation" was put in place, and the enthusiasts who had experimented with the integration of microcomputers into subject teaching found themselves on the outside. The institutionalisation of computer awareness has meant that teachers who are not trained as specialists in this subject find it difficult to gain access to the tools.

18. The official policy in these countries is to make computer awareness compulsory, without excluding applications in other subject areas; but in general the quantity of equipment that would be required is not sufficient to allow for this. Students are therefore often taught a body of information management techniques and theories which are divorced from their most legitimate purpose, that is, the understanding of the traditional subjects themselves.

The Laissez-faire Approach

19. In the third and largest group of countries, a laissez-faire approach was adopted. Hardware found its way into the schools ahead of the curriculum development and teacher education that would be required to make it effective. Although the equipment was theoretically available to all, in practice it was monopolised by those teachers who already knew how to use computers - predominantly mathematics teachers together with some business studies teachers and self-taught computer enthusiasts. The most bureaucratically convenient arrangement has emerged as the dominant one; typically all of the computers are locked in one room where they can be used by senior science students for mathematics and computer studies, and by junior students for computer awareness. In this way the innovative potential of the microcomputer has been decisively contained - its influence on the teaching of mainstream subjects has been minimised.
20. A study published by the U.S.A. Center for Social Organisation of Schools (1983) found that in schools using computers for instruction, the vast majority of the activity consisted of teaching students about computers or teaching them programming (mostly BASIC) and that in terms of time spent per week, the typical student who uses a microcomputer has one hour a week for programming, versus 17 minutes for all other instructional activities. In addition, this activity usually involves only a handful of teachers and students, even in a large school. In about half the schools with microcomputers, only one or two teachers, at most, were regular users.

21. In late 1985 early 1986, the Department of Education and Science surveyed 500 primary and 500 secondary schools in England and Wales, and found that in the secondary schools, microcomputers were most frequently used in mathematics departments, followed by computer studies departments (DES, 1987). There is overlap here, because the mathematics departments also use microcomputers for computer study purposes. A survey of 1,000 Australian schools (Fitzgerald et al 1985) found that computers were more likely to be used across the curriculum in primary schools than in secondary schools, and that in secondary schools the dominant activities were programming (83 per cent), word-processing (76 per cent) and computer awareness (71 per cent).

22. In Scotland, a concerted national programme has succeeded in achieving much higher levels of microcomputer use in a wide range of subjects across the curriculum. It is estimated that the majority of secondary schools now have around 20 microcomputers, though some have many more. This partly reflects the availability of finance from central and local government sources, but also reflects that teachers are convinced of the value of microcomputer use, and there is a high level of demand from several subject areas. National working groups have been established to devise subject-related software and supporting curriculum materials. Innovative approaches to in-service development have been put in place at both the local and national levels. Apart from the extensive use of microcomputers in mathematics and science areas, it is estimated that at least half the humanities subject departments in Scotland now make some use of microcomputers.

23. But in most countries the levels of microcomputer use in subject areas such as history, languages and social sciences continues to be low. Insufficient hardware may be partly to blame, but the availability of hardware does not in itself guarantee comprehensive use across all subject areas. As the Scottish experience has shown, the main task for secondary schools must be to identify, develop and disseminate materials which support effective computer applications in each of the subject areas, and to design in-service programmes which give teachers confidence in using these and in adapting them to their own purposes within the classroom. The results of this experience are well documented in the HMI report Learning and Teaching in Scottish Secondary Schools: The Use of Microcomputers, which was one of the central discussion documents for the Seminar.
24. Although many practitioners are convinced that the changes associated with introducing microcomputers to the classroom are positive ones, very little careful research has been done to identify the nature of these changes (Entwistle, 1987). Such research needs to examine what happens when particular software items are used in particular ways within classrooms, and ask exactly what changes in motivation, achievement, and rate of learning are achieved and which kinds of pupils gain least or most. Certain software applications, for example, have been shown to improve motivation and student participation, but have little effect on achievement measures themselves (Entwistle 1987, Hawkins and Sheingold, 1986). Whilst software evaluation based on group data is important, there may be an even greater need to analyse how a particular software item changes individual patterns of learning. Average achievement measures may give an overall indication of the relative effectiveness of the item, but they provide almost no information on how to assist children who have hitherto been difficult to reach.

25. In one example from her fascinating and suggestive casebook, Weir (1987) describes children who are unable to manage standard mathematical computations (e.g. divide 75 by 2) but who "know" that to solve spatial problems involving this computation, the LOGO turtle should be sent 37 units across the screen. These children have the ability to solve spatial problems just by "looking" at them, but tend to do poorly at school because their abilities in the spatial domain remain undetected or are not linked to traditional academic skills.

26. In examining the ways microcomputers affect subject teaching in secondary schools, there are two elements or emphases which may occur separately or together. The first is a change in the content of what is taught, i.e. in the substance of the learning activity. New topics may be introduced, or brought down from a higher grade level, or the performance of an existing activity (e.g. computation, drawing, weaving) might involve entirely different skills. The second kind of change is methodological; self-paced learning is an obvious example, but there is also software which can be used to structure exploratory learning and experimentation, or promote group-based activities.

27. The majority of the examples discussed at the Seminar were of these two kinds; they follow a foreseeable rather than a radical path and derive from what is already accepted as good teaching practice in many of the countries represented. But there is a third path, already suggested by the "spatial learners" example above, which support forms of learning which differ in kind, not just in degree, from what was available before. This approach incorporates the results of recent cognitive science and uses powerful microcomputers to create learning environments which are quite new; they could not be envisaged without computer technology.

Microcomputers and New Learning Environments

28. The design of these learning environments usually incorporates three emphases drawn from recent cognitive research. First, this research supports the view that learning is a constructive process, that new knowledge is developed in response to experience and that its assimilation
demands sometimes painful changes in existing thought structures. This viewpoint is not novel. What is important is the development of methods and theories which facilitate testing and elaboration of how knowledge is constructed (Les et al., 1986).

29. Secondly, investigations using these methods show that different individuals follow quite different cognitive pathways in constructing their understandings. This perspective suggests, for example, that traditional pedagogical methods may be most beneficial to children whose approach to knowledge construction is verbal rather than spatial or visual.

30. Thirdly, recent cognitive research emphasises the importance of developing an awareness of one's own cognitive strategies. The term metacognitive awareness has been used to describe the process of understanding what is demanded in a learning task, reflecting consciously on the strategies that should be brought into play, and finally monitoring the outcome (Nisbet and Shucksmith, 1986; Selmes, 1987). This aspect of teaching has often been underemphasised, leaving pupils without a clear sense of purpose or control over their learning (Brophy, 1987). For example, instead of being encouraged to ask, "What should I do with this problem, and why? What useful strategies do I already know?", mathematics students are often presented with a pre-selected set of problems of a given type and told to work through them, practising a particular algorithm until the technique has been perfected. They learn to use the algorithm, but never learn when it is the appropriate one to use.

31. Based on these principles of cognitive science, a number of computer-based instructional systems or cognitive tools are emerging; these differ from standard types of tutorial software in that they do not overtly engage in instruction. Instead, they provide environments which allow learners to experiment directly with ideas, to internalise the logic of the environment with which they are interacting, to observe their own thinking, and to develop sophisticated strategies for problem solving which are potentially applicable to other areas of learning. For example, with Geometric Supposer (Schwartz and Yerushalmy, 1985-1988) students can test hypotheses about the relationships between angles and lines in triangles, polygons, and other figures and can make up their own mathematical theorems. An understanding of geometry is thereby constructed rather than received. LOGO is another, and perhaps the best known example of a computer-based discovery environment which allows learners to conduct "thought experiments" and to test the knowledge they have constructed on the basis of earlier explorations.

32. A more complete description of the emerging software systems designed to promote metacognitive strategies is available in the CERI conference report Information Technologies and Basic Learning (OECD, 1987). Unfortunately, many of the software items and approaches discussed in this report are not yet widely available in schools.

33. In relation to those cognitive tools which are broadly distributed and easily accessible, the central problem is one of conceptualising how these tools might be used within the framework of secondary subject teaching, and of developing among teachers a workable understanding of how the new cognitive science might be applied. LOGO, for example, is widely distributed. It clearly provides a powerful exploratory environment (Papert, 1980; Weir, 1987). Yet, since its relationship to the secondary
curriculum is not clear, it tends to be used mainly as a programming language within computer awareness and computer science classes.

34. On the other hand, simple word processing packages can be regarded, mundanely, as something one is taught to use in business studies, or more radically, as a cognitive tool for reflecting on writing. Used creatively, the word processor can shift the emphasis from composition to editing; the components of the act of writing and the strategies for assembling a complex network of ideas and rearranging them into linear text can be made more visible, particularly if the production of the text is treated as a collaborative act within the classroom.

35. It is likely that the most powerful contribution of computers to learning in the future will depend on the development and dissemination of cognitive tools such as those briefly described above. Yet even in the absence of such highly sophisticated software, it is evident that some changes in the cognitive basis of learning have started to occur, and that microcomputers are having very significant effects on curriculum content and on methods of classroom management in most of the countries represented at the Seminar. The next two sections address these topics, and the final section outlines the Seminar's conclusions on the implications for teacher education.

Classroom Management and Learning Interactions

36. There is nothing simple or direct about the impact of microcomputers on patterns of classroom interaction. To begin with, classrooms represent particular cultural choices about how learning can best be socially organised. These choices are constrained by shared expectations as to how teachers should interact with students, and how students should interact with each other. Such expectations partly determine the kinds of educational reforms that are regarded as desirable within a given system. At the same time they influence choices about matters such as hardware configurations, software development and teacher education.

37. At least two cases were identified where teachers in different countries seemed to react very differently to options for changing interaction patterns in the classroom. The first case involves promoting group work as a learning mode, and the second concerns the extent to which students might take some responsibility for teaching each other within the classroom. Whilst changes in these directions were regarded as desirable reforms in some systems, this view was not universally supported.

38. Videotapes and descriptions presented at the Seminar suggested that in many schools in Australia, Canada, United Kingdom and United States, benefits were seen in encouraging two or three students to work together at each microcomputer station. A lot of transfer of technical and substantive knowledge seems to occur at the computer interface within small groups, and at the same time the students learn to co-operate and jointly develop communication and problem solving skills. Educators in these countries have long believed that group interaction should produce cognitive gains, but these did not always materialise (Entwistle, 1987). In these school systems the capacity of microcomputers to help structure group work is seen as one of their distinct benefits (Hawkins and Sheingold, 1986; SED, 1987).
39. Emerging practices in Japanese secondary schools reflect a different philosophy. Whilst microcomputers are not yet widely available, the purpose of initial experiments seems to be to encourage students to work alone in computer based learning environments, and to venture solutions to problems without seeking the support of other students. The hardware configuration chosen for these experiments in Japan provides one microcomputer station for each pupil.

40. The French National Plan represents another variant, in which each school was provided with a network of microcomputers and one "master" computer. As already mentioned, the Inspectorate report (June 1985) found that teachers were reluctant to use the equipment because the numbers of workstations were inadequate for whole-class teaching. An alternative approach, favoured in some schools, is to allow individual students to use the laboratory on a "self-service basis" to work their way through programmed material, either in their own time or when released from lessons. With this approach there is no intention of changing the method of classroom management. Instead, the microcomputers are used for the individual mastery of particular skills, as an adjunct to classroom lessons.

41. But in France, as elsewhere, the main thrust of the more recent teacher education programmes is to encourage teachers to develop ways of integrating microcomputer use into normal class lessons in all subject areas. It is evident that, unless one microcomputer station is provided for each student, or unless students are required to queue for the computer and are told not to discuss their work, microcomputer use will lead to much more communication among students.

42. A United States study using time-sampled observations of student interaction (Hawkins et al, 1982) showed that students collaborated more when they were working on microcomputer programming tasks than on other classroom tasks. This comparative difference was consistent over time and different classrooms. Some students acquired particular expertise with the language; these became expert consultants who advised other students on programming problems. This kind of role differentiation was also observed in studies of Australian classrooms (Firkin et al, 1985). A number of delegates at the Seminar noted that this phenomenon was a source of anxiety for many teachers, who fear that they are no longer in charge of their classes, because the students know more than they do.

43. Taken-for-granted assumptions about "being a teacher" are thus called into question. Apart from the technological knowledge required, teachers are being asked to revise some of their basic attitudes, and are finding that their usual methods of whole-class management are no longer serving them well. The implications of these changes for the structure and duration of teacher education activities will be discussed in the final section.
44. Microcomputer use entails changes in classroom management which affect teachers in all subject areas. At the same time, there are a number of subject-specific changes, which may be considered under four headings:

- The introduction of new technology subjects;
- Changes in the cognitive content of traditional activities;
- Inclusion of new activities and topics in existing subjects;
- Increased use of learning processes based on exploration, discovery and model building.

45. Examples presented in this section illustrate some of the changes occurring in subject teaching under each of these headings. Most of these examples were presented or discussed at the Seminar; there is no significance to the selection according to country, nor should they be regarded as the best available examples in each category.

New technology-related subjects

46. As already discussed, the creation of new subjects such as computer awareness and computer science represents the most conspicuous change in secondary school curricula associated with microcomputers. Several countries have introduced computing as a final-year secondary option, and in France, Lycée students may choose informatics courses based on either linguistics or programming, though neither are compulsory.

47. With Computer Numerical Control (CNC) of Machines, Computer aided Design (CAD) and Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM), a certain number of the key skills which once formed the core of technical education have virtually become obsolete. Consideration of the challenge of reviewing the skills of teachers in the vocational education sector was beyond the scope of the Seminar. Nevertheless, the extent of change in the nature of intellectual work in the world outside the school means that standard approaches to even basic activities, such as writing and computation, need to be radically re-examined.

Changes in the cognitive content of traditional activities

48. Delegates concerned with mathematics teaching indicated dramatic changes in this field arising from two sources. First, there are changes in the nature of mathematics as it is practised by professional mathematicians, and as it is applied in areas as diverse as engineering, electronics, business and finance, linguistics and sociology. Second, the availability of a wide range of tools, from sophisticated pocket calculators to exploratory mathematical environments, means that many of the customary ways of solving mathematical problems have become irrelevant and inefficient.

49. Solving conventional textbook problems has traditionally demanded accuracy and patience in following through tedious algorithms, and the mental gymnastics involved in doing this tends to absorb most of the mental energy young people bring to this subject. Delegates noted that the use of microcomputers in mathematics teaching provokes profound questioning of what it means to know mathematics. If "getting the answer" is becoming so easy that anyone can do it, then teachers will
need to develop more accurate ways of finding out whether or not the student has grasped the concept.

50. This shift in focus away from mechanical activities towards higher order skills is also evident when microcomputers are used to support process writing. More time is spent on researching ideas and organizing text. The tedium of rewriting is eliminated; revision becomes highly efficient and more rewarding. The mechanical aspects of editing can be handled by the computer, leaving the teacher free to discuss the more complex and creative aspects of the work with the writer.

Inclusion of new activities and topics in existing subjects

51. In presenting examples of new activities and topics being introduced in various countries, delegates illustrated many ways in which the content of subjects is changing with the creative use of microcomputers and peripherals. In some cases, there is an increased emphasis on a particular aspect of a subject; e.g. more quantitative topics in geography (SED, 1987). In other cases, microcomputers are providing the basis for the production of goods of a commercial quality within the school, which means that the curriculum is gaining a far greater sense of relevance. The following are some of the applications described by delegates.

52. In the Scottish certificate of sixth-year studies, a macro-economic simulation model is used for both teaching and assessment in economics. Students are given an eight-year history of the British economy which indicates how it has reacted to past policy decisions. They are required to evaluate the effect different monetary and fiscal decisions would have, and they can test their hypotheses by presenting these choices to the computer. The model rapidly computes the effect of these decisions so that in about half a day, roughly ten years working of the economy can be simulated (SED, 1987).

53. Designing and weaving tapestries is a traditional activity in Norwegian secondary schools. Done by hand, this work is slow, and the weaving is tedious if the pattern is complex or contains many colours. The weaving programme is a subject related tool for the pattern composition and texture analysis. It has been developed for vocational education in upper secondary schools and colleges, and is used both for creating designs and producing tapestries. Looms of different sizes can be attached as computer peripherals, and 125 different colours can be used. A new set of exacting skills are involved, and the students must have a thorough understanding of the materials themselves. The main advantages are that much more energy can be directed to the aesthetics of design, and the products are thoroughly professional.

54. Music is another subject in which microcomputers have had a considerable impact on content. Since most students have not mastered a conventional musical instrument, activities such as composition, and even the reading of musical scores, are not accessible to them. Now a variety of sounds and functions can be produced by microcomputers using a Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) and an electronic keyboard. In Scottish schools, a programme which uses the sound and graphics features of the microcomputer is used to teach aural discrimination score reading. A tune appears in staff notation on the screen and then is played by the computer, but with one note different from the screen display. The student has to identify the deviant note. Using similar
software, students are able to compose and practise music on their own (SED, 1987).

55. The production and printing of monographs, magazines and newsletters is an obvious area in which school students are now able to develop products of a professional quality. For example, using word processors and desk-top publishing equipment, it is no longer necessary for the school magazine to be sent out to a commercial printer. A number of related applications introduce students to the problems of news reporting using limited factual information, opening questions of media bias and the politics of the press.

56. For example, the State Education Department of Tasmania (Australia) has taken a subscription to Reuters International News Service. Project schools receive daily telexes through the Department's head office. Students use the telex information to write a news story related to some major international event, and the following day they examine the local press to see how the same information was interpreted by professional journalists. A related U.K. programme - "NEWSROOM" - also aims to develop writing skills and a critical awareness of current affairs.

57. Whether one is dealing with writing and publishing, weaving, music making, computation, or graphics, there is a danger that the widening gulf between the way these things are done in the real world, and the traditional methods used in schools will generate a sense of frustration with a curriculum that must be seen as tedious and irrelevant. The examples given above (there were others that we do not have space to describe) illustrate how the content of school subjects is changing to reflect the new methods of intellectual and material production that are now becoming commonplace in the world outside the school.

Increased Use of Exploration and Discovery Method

58. The idea that students should construct their own understandings of complex concepts through experimentation and discovery is an old one which has often proved fertile. Yet at the same time it has never been fully accepted. The sceptics case is partly built on a reaction against those advocates of discovery learning who seem to believe that students can reconstruct within a few days concepts that great minds took years to devise. In addition, it has proved to be very difficult in practice to simultaneously guide discovery and leave space for exploration. As a result, a false dichotomy has arisen, in which discovery approaches are seen as creative but unstructured, whilst the academic rigour of traditional instruction is implicitly devalued.

59. Discovery learning has also proved difficult for practical reasons. Even in mathematics and science, where concrete aids such as Cuisenaire rods and laboratory equipment are readily available, teachers have found the experimental approach both limited and difficult to manage. Most students do not have the techniques and skills to obtain accurate results. Developing these skills should not become an end in itself, and in any case many of the experiments would take too long to perform. In other subjects (eg geography, geology, economics) some of the phenomena being studied do not lend themselves to experimental manipulation under the conditions available in school laboratories.

60. Several examples of software which aim to structure discovery learning were presented at the Seminar. Videotapes were presented
showing how computer-based teaching modules are being integrated into existing curriculum and practice. Three examples are described below: a sophisticated multi-media package for teaching ecology and other scientific concepts, software which stimulates a complex laboratory experiment, and exploratory activities in history which makes use of simple database packages.

61. The Voyage of the Mimi (Bank Street College, United States) is a multimedia package which includes a series of dramatised television episodes, documentary film, a 160 page student book, a teacher guide and three software packages. During the course of an exciting whaling expedition a whole series of concepts, operations and factual information is introduced involving whales and their environment, meteorology, navigation, chart-reading, repairing a ship and so on. In the episode presented at the Seminar, the crew (all teenagers) were marooned on a desert island. In order to survive they had to gather or trap food, collect wood for cooking and warmth, and build shelters. These ideas are introduced through a video drama. The related software, which takes the form of an adventure game, is based on a simulation if the island's ecology. The game involves choices about survival strategies and indicates the consequences of different decisions (eg concentrate on trapping rabbits and don't build shelters) for both the ecology of the island, and the short and long term survival of the group.

62. Through Project-Inquire the Bank Street College is producing software which aims to make the process of inquiry more explicit. It contains three modules; the first is a brainstorming aid, where initial questions and hunches are sketched out. The second is a kind of "electronic notebook" which allows a learner to enter ideas and data, and to organise, reorganise, inter-relate and search them. The third provides a battery of tools - numerical, graphical and qualitative - for analysing the information that has been recorded in the notebook. This software begins by valuing the students own questions; it demands effectively structured group work, and places the teacher in the role of an "inquiry coach". Especially for secondary subject teachers, such work is challenging. To allow students to complete a purposive activity they may need more time than the standard lesson period allows. Teachers themselves must enter into the puzzlement that is central to the transformation of knowledge and the construction of personal meaning.

63. The second set of examples illustrate the use of simulations and interfacing to allow students to conduct experiments which would otherwise be too difficult, time consuming or even impossible to conduct. A typical case, versions of which are used in a number of countries, is the simulation of Milliken's experiment, which is used to demonstrate the discontinuous nature of electric charge, and calculate the magnitude of the charge of an electron. In the experiment, a charged oil drop is held between two metal plates by an electrostatic force. The size of the voltage used to produce this force, the separation of the plates and the mass of the oil drop are used in calculating the charge on the drop. The process is difficult and time consuming, but the logic of the inquiry can be retained by using realistic animation graphics on the computer screen. These present a schematic representation of the apparatus; the student is able to simulate different voltages across the plates by typing in commands. When the gravitational and electrostatic forces on the oil drop are in equilibrium, it appears stationary, and the voltage reading can be taken from the screen. Pupils can then calculate the charge in the oil drop from data that the computer makes available.
Another application which greatly extends the range of experimental activity that can be managed in the school laboratory is the use of computers interfaced to suitable sensors for collecting data. This allows the recording of extremely small changes in variables, simultaneous measurements of several factors at once, or recordings of change which occur very quickly or very slowly. An example used in science classes in Scottish schools investigates the rate of reaction of an acid and a carbonate by placing the chemicals in a vessel on a balance that is interfaced into a computer. A graph of weight against time is displayed on the screen and, by examining the gradient of the graph, the rate of reaction can be determined at different points during the chemical reaction. The automatic logging of the data allows the small changes in weight to be continuously monitored and the graphical display of the results enables the identification of important principles underlying this experiment without the pupils being distracted by plotting graphs.

A third illustration of the way microcomputers are being used to structure inquiry based learning is the use of databases in history. The Australian Computing History Project (CSC, 1986) involved the formation of a specialist team of practising history teachers who supported each other in developing ways of integrating existing history software into the curriculum. Over a period of twelve months the project produced a curriculum kit containing case studies, curriculum units and teaching ideas for a range of history software, and a professionally produced videotape depicting four different school environments and four different software applications. The video, which was presented at the Seminar, documents real classroom experiences and direct observations by teachers (and students) on these experiences. Being a dynamic medium, videotapes demonstrate far more clearly than printed materials can how enquiry learning might be structured and supported in the classroom.

A central goal of the project was to establish a model of professional development for computer use across the curriculum. Although Australia had created a large amount of history software, most of it had been produced without consideration of curriculum and practical teaching issues. It was therefore being used mostly by computing teachers to teach computing, rather than by history teachers to teach history (Wills et al, 1985). The project selected twenty teachers who traditionally had not had access to the school's computing facilities and selected a subject that traditionally has attracted more female than male teachers. All the teachers were strong on curriculum writing experience; they were not selected for their computer expertise.

Computing History provides an important model in which the curriculum development and teacher education components seem almost inseparable. It raises many issues that will be taken up in the next section; the stages and processes of teacher education for microcomputer use, the relationship between software development and the development of course materials for integrating the software into the curriculum, and the kinds of support that teachers need as they begin to struggle with new styles of teaching and learning in their classrooms.
SECTION III

TEACHER EDUCATION FOR MICROCOMPUTER USE

68. The examples presented in the last section illustrate how microcomputers can be used to support an increased emphasis on exploratory learning, or a shift in focus towards higher-order analytical activities. Microcomputers have also been used to introduce new topics such as simulation in macro-economics, or composition in music. In addition, instead of labouring through outdated procedures which have no relevance to real-world activity, students can now produce professional results with tools such as desk-top publishers, or pattern-making software and weaving peripherals.

69. This review has not been exhaustive, yet it clearly demonstrates that the changes in teachers' knowledge and skills associated with microcomputer use are enormously broad. Whilst all of the applications described demand at least elementary competence in using microcomputers, the new learning required for effective computer use goes far deeper than this. Many teachers will have to master new subject matter, and most will need to develop different strategies for managing classroom organisation and interaction. Some applications (but not all of them) challenge teachers to reconstruct the practical theories they use for understanding the learning process itself.

70. This discussion raises an important question about the nature of computing as an innovation, and its implications for teacher education. Should the professional development of teachers in educational computing provide a new way of doing the things they have always done, or should it help teachers to do different things?

71. At the Seminar, examples of both kinds were considered, and it became apparent that we were dealing with four components of change:

71.1 The possible use of new materials or devices for teaching existing topics;

71.2 The possible introduction of new topics which depend on the use of new materials and technologies;

71.3 The possible development of new teaching methods or strategies;

71.4 The possible alteration of beliefs (i.e. pedagogical assumptions and practical theories about teaching and learning itself).

72. Some of these changes will be more difficult to achieve than others.

73. Teacher's practical theories, for example, embody all that they "know", on the basis of their stored past experience, about how to teach their subject, manage the classroom, and deal with individual learning problems. The reconstruction of such procedural knowledge is a slow and painful process. Withdrawal from the school for a short formal course at best provides a starting point. If this is not followed by opportunities to practise the new skills in a supportive school environment, the initial effort can easily be wasted.
74. For all Member countries, the challenge of providing effective teacher education for microcomputer use will prove to be enormous, because of the scale of the operation, as well as the complexity of the changes involved. It is only relatively recently that most countries have started to develop systematic teacher education programmes that go beyond elementary training in computer use, or aim to deal with pedagogical change and the needs of teachers in particular subject areas.

75. With the exception of Scotland, the Nordic group and France, only a small proportion of subject teachers in most Member countries have been able to participate in-service courses on the educational use of computers. There is also some evidence that in many secondary schools, computer awareness and computer science teachers are the only ones to have received anything like an adequate formal training in computer skills. For example, as part of a survey of the work of the Microelectronics Education Programme (MEP) in the United Kingdom (DES, 1987), more than 30 in-service courses were visited. The majority were short courses of one to three days duration, but there were also some longer courses (of about 150 hours) and one MEP mathematics course. It was found that most of the participants on the longer courses had responsibility for information technology subjects in their schools, and for passing on training to others, in keeping with the "cascade" model. Unfortunately, some of these teacher leaders were unable to obtain sufficient time on their return to school to continue the "cascade".

76. An Australian evaluation report (Deakin, 1987) identified similar problems:

"At the beginning of the National Computer Education Programme (NCEP), there was a scarcity of teachers who understood anything of the use of computers in schools, who could be of use in a professional development programme. The marriage of this scarcity with the system-level administration of funding for the programme led, almost inevitably, to a kind of managerial-hierarchical approach to in-service education. In this model state computer centres became the source of expertise and personnel in the provision of professional development for teachers" (page 43).

77. In all three States involved in the evaluation, the most frequent model of in-service education was the removal of teachers from schools for short courses of one day to six weeks in duration. The longer courses were for teachers who would be responsible for computer developments and in-service work in their own schools. According to the evaluation, these one-off experiences were frequently reported as being of little value. Long courses were clearly more effective in terms of the teacher's own learning, but it was found that unrealistic expectations were often placed on these teachers to train others, without any reduction in their teaching load, when they returned to their schools.

78. Another feature of this hierarchical approach to in-service education was the assumption that teachers of all subjects, from many different kinds of schools, could be equally well "trained" by doing courses which principally focussed on the technology. These courses ignored the different needs of the participants, and did not draw on the range of experience they brought with them to the workshops. The Australian report characterises the State computer centres as "schools for teaching computer literacy":

17.
The emphasis in such courses is the technology itself, the computer hardware and software, rather than upon the use of computers in schools. The assumption behind a "computer literacy" approach is that it will allow teachers to gain access to computer hardware and software (for both themselves and their students) and once they have the experience of using computers, they will be able to address the higher level issues of using computers in educationally useful ways" (Deakin, 1987, p.49).

79. For most countries little quantitative information exists concerning the extent of the unmet need for in-service courses in educational computing. The Nordic countries have produced impressive statistics; for example, it is claimed that 95 per cent of Danish upper secondary teachers have completed a 20-lesson course at their schools, and that in Norway most teachers have done a basic one-week introductory course, and some have completed the second stage which deals with subject specific software applications. In Iceland a 40-hour course is provided during the summer; it has been taken by over one-third of the country's 2750 compulsory level teachers. In France, one quarter of the teaching force had received some training by June 1985, even if it was narrowly focussed on machine operating skills. A report on computers in Dutch secondary education prepared for the Seminar (Nagtegaal & Scholtes, 1987), indicated that by early 1987 fifteen per cent of Dutch teachers had received some training, but again, this was mostly through introductory courses in computer studies and computer literacy. But in every case, where such data are available, country reports show that the demand from teachers for courses in educational computing greatly exceeds the supply, even when commercial courses and university courses are included.

80. Yet at the same time, short courses on computing are at best a first step towards effective classroom use. Experience in various countries, Scotland in particular, has demonstrated the value of subject-specific professional development, which focusses on the integration of computer applications into existing courses. But there is also a need for professional development activities at the school level. A range of strategies is available for meeting these needs. Pre-service education, various approaches to in-service provision, and the need for continued support after in-service were all considered during the Seminar. The remaining sections of the report summarise these discussions and outline a number of areas where common agreement was reached.

Pre-service Professional Development

81. The provision of computer education units within pre-service programmes was discussed only briefly at the Seminar. Whilst the introduction of such units is important, it was agreed by delegates that for the foreseeable future, pre-service provision is unlikely to make a significant contribution to the effective classroom use of microcomputers.

82. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the only major OECD country that has a serious shortage of teachers at this time is the United States. The demographic conditions in almost every other Member country are such that the rate of recruitment to teaching is very small, so that in numerical terms new recruits are unlikely to have a major effect on patterns of educational practice in schools for some time to come.
83. The second problem is more complex. It relates not only to the issue of retraining teacher trainers, but also to the problem of how knowledge about the effects of microcomputers on learning is created and legitimated. It would be relatively easy for universities and colleges of education to recruit computer scientists and launch courses dealing with programming and machine management. The survey conducted for the Seminar indicated that in at least eight Member countries such courses are either a compulsory or an optional part of pre-service development, and three other countries are moving in this direction. But if these courses are introduced in the absence of any real changes in other aspects of the pre-service education, it will mean that beginning teachers will know how to use computers, but will not know anything about how computers might change the nature of the learning process in their own subject area.

84. To overcome this, it will be necessary to work towards ensuring that all faculty members responsible for pre-service education are fully cognisant of the software applications appropriate to their subject areas, and of the ways these may best be applied in classrooms. This may not be possible for some time. The most disturbing feature of our present stage of development is that it is the teachers themselves who are pioneering new approaches to practical pedagogy. What is needed is not just subject knowledge, but knowledge about how students might learn that subject in computer enhanced environments. Knowledge about how these environments work is only slowly being developed; it is being created at the classroom level by teachers who are acting as researchers, analysing the actual effects of different software packages, and experimenting with alternative ways of using them.

85. It was agreed by the Seminar, that in addition to knowing their subjects, teachers and teacher educators need to understand the nature of the learning processes that are specific to their subjects. This understanding is needed to guide the selection of software and the development of effective ways of using that software in the classroom.

86. The Seminar noted that videotapes which record the new understandings teachers are constructing, and which demonstrate changes in teaching strategy and classroom organisation, are particularly valuable in conveying the nature of these changes to teachers, as well as to parents and employers.

87. It was recognised that at this stage, these skills required to advance educational computing are most likely to be found among practising teachers. As the next section makes clear, in-service and curriculum development efforts depend very heavily on their expertise. Yet they are frequently expected to provide peer support and assistance without any release from full-time teaching loads. Their contribution to action research and software evaluation is critically important, but is often undervalued. It was agreed by the Seminar that the special role of classroom teachers in professional development, curriculum development and research on microcomputer applications should be explicitly recognised; that such activity should be supported by appropriate time release, that the status of teachers as researchers should be acknowledged and their contributions should be encouraged by promotion (or promotability) and formal credits.
IN-SERVICE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

88. Whilst self-teaching and experimentation are essential for developing effective ways of using microcomputers in the classroom, this usually does not begin until the teacher has completed an introductory course. Further development depends on the availability of hardware and software, and a supportive learning environment. The next two sections describe alternative ways of providing these conditions; first, through organised in-service activities, and second, through a variety of arrangements for continued support after in-service.

89. In-service courses for microcomputer use are usually organised in one of three ways; through short courses provided away from the school, through formal arrangements within schools and through the organisation of working groups associated with particular subject areas. Some systems use a mixture of all three arrangements.

**Formal short courses**

90. This was the first, and it remains the most conspicuous form of in-service development. In a survey conducted by the OECD in 1983, it was found that 9 of the 24 Member countries had started to provide short in-service courses; these mostly emphasised programming skills and machine management. Some of them introduced tool packages such as word processing and spread sheets, but little detailed work was available on particular subject applications (CERI/NT/85.03).

91. The survey conducted four years later in preparation for this Seminar (CERI/TE/87.04) found that most of the 24 Member countries are now providing in-service activities, but the combination of formal short courses and the "cascade" model of dissemination still dominates. Although detailed information is not always available, short courses seem to be the main method used by 16 of the 20 countries that responded to the questionnaire. Two of the Nordic countries use school-based programmes as the dominant mode and two countries provided no data on their in-service activities.

92. At the same time, the survey suggested that some of the earlier problems associated with short courses are slowly being overcome. For example, in Scotland the colleges of education ran courses for their own staff to develop their expertise in microcomputer applications in each subject area. Scottish Education Department policy encourages college lecturers in all disciplines to run courses which focus on pedagogical issues, making use of computing staff as required. Similar training programmes for teacher trainers are occurring in Swedish universities. In Quebec, the Ministry has designed (and provides through universities) courses for teachers which focus on software selection and reflective research on microcomputers and teaching practice. In France it has been declared that the next phase of the Informatique Pour Tous programme will involve more "self-training", and that a pedagogical emphasis will replace the focus on programming that characterised the first stage. In Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States a wide range of alternative activities is emerging, and in various countries, including Scotland, Norway and the Netherlands, a multi-stage approach has now been defined in which computing skills are merely the first step.

93. Introductory short courses clearly carry a legitimate role, but their value is often lost because the teachers who have been through the...
courses cannot gain access to computers when they return to their schools. Since both the courses and the hardware are scarce, it is highly inefficient to grant access to one and deny access to the other. Therefore, there needs to be some kind of co-ordination between the decisions made by the course organisers as to who should enrol, and the decisions made in schools about who will use the hardware.

94. The Australian evaluation study describes a clear example of this kind of mismatch. Consistent with the National guidelines, course organisers in all the States were required to follow a policy of reserving computer education in-service places for non-mathematics and science teachers, and giving preference to female teachers. But in many of the schools, the computers are all in a high security room in the mathematics area. The report cites a case in which mathematics-science teachers who were experienced computer users were excluded from in-service courses, whilst female teachers returning from the courses had to provide support to novice users, in a context where they did not have easy access to the necessary equipment.

95. The policy adopted under the Dutch NIVO project provides one possible solution to this problem. Under NIVO all schools which meet certain conditions will be supplied with 11 free microcomputers; one master, a printer and eight slave stations linked in a local area network, plus two extra computers to be used outside the computing laboratory. In order to qualify for this donation, schools must meet the condition of having three teachers who have completed a training course, of whom one must be female. There are two types of courses; those aimed at computer studies and information science teachers, and those which support the use of microcomputers in subject teaching.

96. An alternative approach for achieving efficient use of resources is to locate teacher development, as well as the decisions about hardware configurations and software packages, within the schools themselves.

School Based In-service Development

97. To make effective use of microcomputers across the curriculum, it is necessary that a school simultaneously acquire an adequate quantity of software and equipment, as well as training for a substantial proportion of the staff. Since resources are never unlimited, decisions also need to be made about issues such as priority curriculum applications and strategies for ensuring that the computers can be used by teachers from all subject departments.

98. In Norway, responsibility for computer purchase and in-service provision lies with county authorities for upper secondary schools, and with the municipality for lower secondary schools. The central government might contribute to costs for vocational education or for experimental activity, but overall decision-making tends to be local and decentralised. Following the abolition of the National Council for Innovation in Education, the Norwegian Parliament has explicitly adopted a decentralisation policy under which the responsibility for school development will lie with the schools themselves. (OECD: Norwegian Examiners' Report, 1987).

99. Thus, when the Parliament set broad guidelines for the Programme of Action all the pilot schools involved in the experiment were required to establish their own specific project ideas. In each of the 24 pilot
schools, all the teaching staff completed a 40-hour intensive school-based training programme. During this programme the school staff as a whole was required to agree on a concrete policy for computer applications across all areas of the curriculum.

100. Investigations prior to the Programme of Action indicated that about 70 different brands of computers were being used in Norwegian schools, and that little software existed to support applications across the curriculum. There was concern that in a country as small as Norway, the uncritical introduction of computer technology into the schools could undermine the culture, since both standard computer language and most of the available software is in English or other foreign languages. In 1983/84, educational specifications were developed and contracts were signed for the delivery of Tiki and Scandis computers for use in the pilot schools; a Task Force was established with broad responsibilities, one of which was the development of software; and all the nation's schools were invited to apply to participate in the experiment.

101. The Programme of Action was designed to provide the basis for the development of computer competence in all Norwegian schools. It was stressed that "neither the activities under the Programme of Action nor the general introduction of computer technology in schools must in any way lead to a disturbance of equality between sexes", and that "an important political objective for the Norwegian school system is to avoid creating new class distinctions" (Examiners' Report, p.49). Pilot schools were therefore selected in a way which guaranteed the inclusion of all social classes and ethnic groups in the experiment and negotiations were held with teacher unions on the terms for teachers' participation in project activities.

102. The role of the pilot schools and the project schools (these 16 schools participated in a reduced way), was central to the design of the Programme of Action. The goal was to develop high levels of competence within these schools, to use the schools for software evaluation, to involve them in a continuing process of development and evaluation of effective classroom strategies. The experiences gained in these schools are to provide a knowledge-base to be communicated to the Norwegian school system as a whole.

103. In evaluating the Programme of Action a number of results were noted. In particular, it has increased interest and activity in teacher education, and it seems to have:

"...shaken up the school as an organisation. A new medium has made its way into school, which, long term, will involve even further demands for change. This concerns both the curriculum, the instruction, the learning activity and the traditional student- and teacher-roles..." (Examiners' Report, 1987, p.67)

104. The Norwegian Programme has been described in some detail, because it provides a model of a national development strategy which is designed to provide teachers with the conditions which allow them to develop new pedagogical understandings, which can then be used to advance effective practices across the system.

105. An alternative model for bottom-up (as distinct from top-down) development depends on the formation of supportive groups of subject teachers.
In-Service Professional Development

106. In most countries, early courses aiming to promote microcomputer use in particular subject areas suffered from a lack of appropriate software. It was therefore common at the beginning to introduce teachers to programming and to encourage them to produce their own software. Experience has proved that this is not an effective method of software development. At the Seminar, Louise Dubuc, who is responsible for both teacher education and software evaluation within the Ministry of Education in Quebec, described her experience in relation to this issue:

"In a course on Computer Assisted Learning I used to give to teachers, I asked them to design and programme a pedagogical idea. The first part of the work was to prepare a scenario on paper. Many pedagogical jewels emerged. But at the programming stage, these jewels melted into dull software because of limited competence in that domain.

The prime interest of the teacher is in pedagogy. Good teaching for efficient learning is the aim. But when asked to programme, teachers are put in a situation where the majority of their efforts are channelled towards looking, not at the target, but at the sight. This is surely not a desirable way to train someone in the use of computers in the classroom" (Dubuc, 1987, p.2).

107. Software production clearly demands a high level of programming skill, and this is a specific talent. Experience now shows that better results can be obtained by establishing partnerships between programmers and subject teachers who are experienced in curriculum development. These partnerships themselves constitute a form of in-service development; those who have participated in them are qualified, as a result of their experience in developing and evaluating software, to act as expert teachers in either regional or school-based in-service activity.

108. But the production of good software is not the end of the story. Studies on the introduction of computer-based tools into the enterprise sector have noted that, in contrast with conventional tools, these new tools lend themselves to a wider range of possible applications, and that they tend to be adapted by those who use them to achieve a closer fit with their objectives. At the same time, these changes in production processes usually demand changes in structural relationships among workers themselves and new forms of work organisation (OECD-CERI, 1986). There is therefore a two-way malleability; of the microelectronic tools as they are adapted to the objectives of the firm, and of the organisational arrangements in response to the technology and the new methods of work.

109. This two-way malleability is also evident in the classroom (Hawkins and Sheingold, 1986). The best way of using a particular piece of software to support student learning only becomes apparent through trial-and-error processes which result in the modification of both the organisation of learning associated with a particular piece of software, as well as changes in the software itself or the way it is deployed. We have already noted that many software items (e.g. word processing tools) lend themselves to multiple uses, some more imaginative than others. The production of curriculum packs which indicate effective ways of using...
software has been welcomed by teachers, even though they may wish to adapt these further for their own classroom use. This approach is perhaps more evident in Britain, Australia and the Nordic countries than in the United States, where software and other media are produced and packaged by research organisations and/or commercial agents, rather than by groupings of subject teachers.

110. Thus, a second type of participatory in-service activity has emerged, where teachers who have pioneered effective software applications are given extended release from teaching to produce curriculum packs containing teacher guides, software disks, student worksheets, references to related print material and sometimes videotapes for classroom use. Some teacher-education videotapes have also been produced to demonstrate alternative forms of teacher-student and student-student interaction and class organisation.

111. In Scotland, the Education Department (SED) and the Regional Authorities (LEA's) have been active in both areas. First, software specification and development has been the objective of a number of nationally organised in-service activities. These have mostly taken the form of "immersion" courses of around one week in duration. For example, in one course, 50 geography teachers from all over Scotland came together to produce curriculum ideas. They were divided into groups of 6 or 7 and a programmer was allocated to each group. The coding was done overnight so that specifications could continue to be written the next day. Although further debugging was required, the programmes were up and running by the end of the week. An important feature was that the teachers were also asked to produce teaching materials and questions to test student understanding of the topics covered by this curriculum package. The approach initially adopted by the geography teachers has ince been taken up by the other humanities subjects; history, modern studies and economics. Further developmental work was done in each case to improve the software discs, and to assemble comprehensive kits including explanatory "starter papers", teacher guides, reading lists and related commercial software. Videotapes showing effective teaching strategies for using the curriculum kits were also prepared and made available as additions to these packages (Hunter, 1987).

112. A prominent feature of the Seminar was the display of videos from this programme and from similar programmes developed in other countries. The Seminar agreed that videotapes provide a particularly valuable way of conveying the understandings gained from such action research, and demonstrating the changes in classroom management and interaction which are occurring. The need for banks of such video material was noted, and the possibility of international exchange of videos was supported, on the grounds that this medium is almost uniquely suited to displaying the complexity of classroom activity and the specific contribution of microcomputers in this context.

113. The production of software through teacher partnerships is now a well established model in Scotland. The Scottish Council for Educational Technology works together with groups of teachers drawn from various regions to specify packages. It then produces the programmes which, after modification and testing by teachers, are circulated to local centres. The agreement between the Scottish Microelectronics Development Programme and the local authorities is for free distribution to the local centres and thereafter free distribution by the centre to local schools.
114. Whilst the development of software in Scotland is co-ordinated nationally, the Regional Authorities are active in developing curriculum packs to support this software, and in conducting in-service activities to help teachers make use of these packs in their classrooms.

115. In the Lothian region, for example, training packs designed to support the classroom use of computers in a number of subject areas were produced by a project which involved eleven teachers seconded for one term, and two professional support staff. The teachers were asked, in relation to their own subject areas, to evaluate available software and associated materials in order to identify what was suitable. They were then asked to develop a training package, test it in a school, and make appropriate improvements. Finally, they were to provide training for teachers making use of the package, and distribute the packages at the end of the course.

116. This project aimed to reach every secondary teacher or college lecturer in each of the eleven subject areas chosen; the objective was achieved by preparing enough copies of the packs to ensure that they could be given to subject teachers in all 51 secondary schools in the Lothian region. Every subject teacher in the region participated in an intensive in-service provided by the training teacher who had produced the pack. This involved seconding the training teachers for an additional week, during which they presented the pack to small groups of teachers in five consecutive one-day sessions. During the Seminar, examples were presented from several countries demonstrating the importance of involving teachers in software specification, formative evaluation, research and in-service development for other teachers.

117. It was agreed that high priority should be given to supporting more action research in secondary classrooms, to identifying effective ways of using particular pieces of software, and to producing broadly based evaluations of the changes in student learning and motivation which result. The Seminar also agreed that the involvement of teachers in software specification should be supported, but that it was not appropriate to expect teachers to program their own software.

CONTINUING DEVELOPMENT

118. It is only when teachers have completed their introductory short courses and have started trying to use microcomputers in their classrooms that the really difficult and important aspects of their education begins. This complex technology does not lend itself to instant or pre-determined results. In the right context, it can support the slow transformation of the cognitive and social basis of classroom practice. But this does not happen automatically. It demands that teachers engage in a conscious effort of reconstruction, in which their procedural knowledge about classroom practice and their theories about the nature of learning itself are challenged.

119. All of this occurs best when it is possible to provide a supportive learning environment within the school, advisory structures and support networks to link schools with each other, and a multi-stage approach to organised development activities. The functions of support networks have already been illustrated by projects such as the Australian Computing History project, and the two Scottish curriculum projects described in the last section. Discussion of the other two issues is reported below.
After In-service: Learning in the School

120. As part of the Norwegian Programme of Action, an evaluation was made of the factors that lead to successful teacher development at the school level. Four factors were identified:

- The attitudes of the school principal;
- The extent to which teachers were able to sustain practice after initial training;
- The degree of mutual support among teachers;
- The availability of written material giving advice on effective software applications.

121. The Australian evaluation study also found that the one-to-one coaching of teachers by each other was probably the most useful form of learning, but that it was not properly acknowledged. Computer-competent teachers were almost never given adequate time allowance to offer this assistance.

122. Sustained practice depends on arranging for all teachers to have access to both hardware and software. Often the software which exists in a school is impossible to locate because it has not been catalogued. The Seminar noted the need for teacher-librarians to be encouraged and supported in dealing with this problem.

123. Problems of access to hardware are more difficult to solve, with different approaches being adopted in different Member countries. Experience in some countries indicated that the availability of even two or three machines outside the computer laboratory significantly increased computer use across the curriculum. The Scottish HMI report had found that the most effective developments occurred where there was a written school policy and clear support for agreed developments from the administration, at least one staff member with computing expertise, and the specific allocation of co-ordinating arrangements to a senior staff member.

124. Technical assistance, trouble shooting and in-service support all need to be provided by an appropriately selected staff member who has been given a sufficient time allowance to handle these tasks.

125. The Seminar agreed that effective staff development and resource management in schools depends on the appointment of a computer co-ordinator, who should be allowed adequate time release from teaching duties to carry this role.

A Multi-Stage Approach

126. Professional development for the use of microcomputers in schools is likely to be problematic for at least three reasons. First, it is a technology which few teachers have had much exposure to in their earlier lives or in their experiences outside of school. Fear of the computer is still common. Second, it is a relatively complex technology compared to things like a video cassette recorder or a film projector. Without opportunities for sustained practice, the benefits of a short training course are quickly lost. Third, the history of microcomputer use in
schools is so short that we do not yet know where the agenda will stop. Already new topics and methods of teaching have emerged in schools where microcomputers are accepted and used. Ultimately teacher development in this area may be concerned with new models of the learning process itself.

127. Most of the countries represented at the Seminar described their professional development programmes in terms of a succession of stages. To overcome the initial fear of technology, public television programmes or Open University videotapes have been used, especially in the United Kingdom and in Canada. It has often been recommended that teachers be given a microcomputer to take home and practise with after a short course. In the Federal Republic of Germany there is a strong emphasis on self-teaching and distance learning, and teachers are given computers and software which is designed for self-teaching in relation to basic computing skills.

128. At the second stage, there is less emphasis on the technology itself, and more on software specification and evaluation, and on the development of complementary curriculum materials. Beyond this, what will happen in different Member countries will depend very much on whether or not the microcomputer is seen as a component of the educational reform movement, and what educational reform means in that context.

129. It was however, agreed, that given the complexity and potential range of the microcomputer as an innovation, a sustained programme is essential, and that effective development will require a configuration of activities including formal courses, informal workshops, self-teaching and mutual support, both within schools and between schools.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

130. Through the wide range of application and systematic development programmes presented at the Seminar, it was evident that educational computing is now advancing beyond its earlier status as an uncertain innovation whose benefits were only evident in ad-hoc experimental fragments. These experiments have demonstrated the kinds of educational gains that are possible. To make these gains accessible across an education system it is necessary to arrange broad scale programmes for software dissemination and professional development. But at this stage the skills and understandings required for such professional development (as well as for further product development) are most likely to be found among practising teachers themselves.

131. A clear conclusion to be drawn from the Seminar is that achieving the potential benefits of educational computing will depend critically on recognising and rewarding these new teaching roles, through time release and other incentives, and creating new arrangements for involving teachers as partners in action research, software specification, curriculum change and professional development.
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PAPERS AND MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED AND DEMONSTRATED

Papers Distributed During the Seminar

1. "Why Should Micros Make a Difference to Pedagogy?". Professor Noel Entwistle, University of Edinburgh (Paper presented)


3. "Inspectorate Study of the Use of Microcomputers in Scottish Secondary Schools". (overhead projector materials for presentation on Item 2) W T Beveridge HMCI, Scottish Education Department


5. Vocational Education Project: "Information Technology Across the Classroom. An INSET Strategy". Department of Education for Northern Ireland


7. "Teaching with Microcomputers: Enabling the Learning Experiences". J J McDonald HMI, Scottish Education Department (Paper presented)


11. CERI Project: Teacher Education, School Organisation and Educational Leadership - Country Summaries, OECD/CERI Paris, 9 October 1987 [This was an appendix to the background paper for the seminar "Microcomputers and Secondary Teaching: Implications for Teacher Education" prepared by OECD Secretariat in conjunction with the Scottish Education Department.]

12. Additional summary: Japan

13. Additional summary: Austria

14. Additional summary: Iceland

15. POCO: Plan of Action for Netherlands Project

17. "Using Microcomputers in the Classroom: Some Generic Skills Required by Teachers". Dr Louise Dubuc, Canada. (Paper as presented)

18. Lothian Region TRIST packs "Computers as an Aid to Learning". (Notes of presentation)

19. Department of Trade and Industry Interactive Video in Schools Project.

Limited numbers were also available of the following papers: (contact national delegates for further details)

1. "Cours d'imitation a l'informatique dans les ecoles de matrite", Conference Suisse des Directeurs Cantonaux de l'Institution Publique CDIP, Bern, Switzerland 1987

2. "New Information Technologies and School - Informatics Instruction in Austrian Education".

3. "Information Technology in Northern Ireland Education", NICED Centre 1986, Stranmillis, Belfast BT9 5DY, Northern Ireland

The following documents were displayed: (contact national delegates for further details)


7. "Will Mathematics Count: Computers in Mathematics Education". Adrian Oldknow

8. There was no paper distributed by Karen Sheingold but copies of papers covering the topics referred to can be obtained direct from Miss Sheingold.

Videotapes Shown

1. Denmark: "Computers and how they work". (Contact Lise Dalgaard)

2. Norway: "Dadata 1 and Dadata 2". (Contact J Wibe)

3. Netherlands: "CAL in the Classroom". Begeleid door Marlies Smit, MEDION 1987, Delft. (Contact Cor Nagtegaal)
4. **Australia:**

"Computing History"
"Fostering Enquiring Minds"
"Potential Unlimited - Computer technology for students with special educational needs"

(Contact Frank Mines)

5. **United Kingdom:**

"Computers in the English Classroom". (Contact Ian Glen, Lothian Regional Council Education Authority, Scotland)
ZIGZAG "Computers in Schools". BBC Education. (Contact John Russell, BBC, Queen Street, Edinburgh)
Open University "Micros in the Classroom". 1984
"Investigating Science". 1986
"Information World". 1986 (Contact John Russell, BBC)

6. **United States:**

"Inquire Project". Bank Street College
"Palenque Project". Bank Street College
Voyage of the Mimi - Holt, Reinhart and Winston
  Episode I "The Feast"
  Episode II "The New Alchemy"
"Mathematics, Science and Technology in the Elementary Classroom: A Beginning". The MASTTE Project. Bank Street College (Contact Karen Sheingold)

**Demonstrations of Software and Materials**

1. "Computer Assisted Topics". (Mrs P Watterson)

2. BBC Domesday and Ecodisc Projects. (Mr David Watkins, BBC TV Enterprises, London)

3. Software from SCET/SMDP

4. Software from Germany (Kompart, Dynamos) (Mr J Wederkind)

5. Software from the Netherlands (Free University, Amsterdam - Mathematics: Graph Functions) (Mr Cor Nagtegaal)

6. Interactive Video in Schools and for Teacher Education (Mr T van der Kuyl, Moray House College of Education, and Mr Ronning Rossvoll)

7. TRIST Staff Development Packs (Mr Ian Glen, Lothian Regional Council Education Committee, Edinburgh)

8. **At BBC (software)**

   a) "Introducing Geography", "River"
   b) "Technology and Design Course", "Pneumatics" (radio synchronised software) (John Russell, BBC, Edinburgh)
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